RAKE TILE INSTALLATION

For additional fastening in regions subject to excessively high winds or snow accumulation, a minimum 1” dab of code approved adhesive is recommended at overlap.

Factory-finished butt end exposed—place thick end toward ridge.

Butt rake tiles to course above.

Cut off head end of first rake tiles so factory-finished butt end is flush with eave course tiles.

Two corrosion-resistant fasteners per rake tile of sufficient length to penetrate the 2x nailer or barge board a minimum of 3/4”. Head of fasteners shall be larger than hole in trim tiles.

Concrete barrel trim should be rolled onto roof as far as possible.

Extend felt over edge minimum of 1”

Nail board

Battens nominal 1”x2” (where required)

Stucco or other material

Notes:

1. Dimensions shown are minimums and are intended to be approximate to allow for reasonable tolerances due to field conditions.
2. See Footnote 4 Table 1A for additional fastening instructions.
3. Rake tiles must be fastened into a minimum nominal 2” gable facia or equivalent in dimension.
4. The fasteners must penetrate a minimum of 3/4” into dimensional wood lumber.

Drawing shown depicts the application of all tile profiles. Unless otherwise noted it would apply to either concrete or clay tiles.